
What the Critics Say - Moscow Ballet 2018 

 
New York Times, Chief Dance Critic, “Knockout… Brimful with feeling…Expansive… Kids…were wide-eyed with 
delight” 
 
New York Times, “Christmas Tale, Land of Snow and Ice, real beauty, precise dancing” 
 
Chicago Tribune, “Acclaimed...special touches… highlight The Dove of Peace” 
 
Calgary Herald, “Resplendently detailed, technically supreme dancing, dazzling”  
 
Baltimore Sun, Carolyn Kelemen, “Sheer splendor and elegant dancing"  
 
Los Angeles Times, “Christmas cheer...Virtuosity...bravura expertise” 
 
Philadelphia Dance Journal, Gary Day, “Top-tier classical ballet” 
 
Detroit Free Press, “Few pack the punch!” 

 

“The Russians remain the principal keepers of the classical ballet tradition.” Eric Harrison, Arkansas Democrat 

Gazette, Little Rock, AR 2016 

 

“Karyna Shatkovskaya is exceptional…every movement emanating elegance, control and confidence. As the 

Prince, Vladimir Tkachenko is a fluid force, executing lifts and leaps with evident ease,” Rob Hubbard, 

Minneapolis Pioneer Press, Minneapolis MN 2015 

 

“The true highlight of the night was seeing all the Calgary children who successfully auditioned to dance as 

mice, snowflakes and assorted minor colourful characters. It really brought the idea home that the Great 

Russian Nutcracker is a wonderful chance for children to be in a full-length production and experience first-

hand an authentic Classical ballet from this uniquely Russian company of remarkable performers.” Stephan 

Bonfield, Calgary Herald, Calgary, Canada 2014 

 

“Karyna Shatkovskaya…[showed]faultless mastery of the steps and a floating jump. Vladimir Tkachenko 

…contributed bravura expertise,” Dance Critic Lewis Segal, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles, CA 2013 

 

“One highlight occurs when two dancers become one as the Dove of Peace, a "bird" with a 20-foot wingspan, 

in a prayer for world peace,” The Chicago Tribune, Chicago, IL  2013 

 

“Many delights…ravishing costumes… production abounds in references to the country’s traditions… 

choreography that reveals the clarity of line so vital to Russian classical style… disarming… gorgeous… 

effortlessly graceful and various other ensemble sequences [were] full of sophistication and buoyancy… 
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winning puppets (lions and elephants and bears – oh, my!),” Donald Rosenberg, Cleveland Plain Dealer, 

Cleveland, OH 2012 

 

“Sparkly tableau of angelic dancers, acrobatic lifts, sinuous inter-twinings and palpable chemistry...sweet, 

genuine feel...Elegant French pair [Anastasiia Homitcaia and Vladimir Trystan],” Tresca Weinstein, Albany 

Times Union, Albany, NY 2011 

 

“Kids… wide-eyed with delight. The Russian ballet style is expansive… elegantly generous, and so the 

experience is never meager,” Chief Dance Critic Alastair Macaulay, The New York Times, NYC, NY 2010 

 

“A knockout male dancer in the Arabian divertissement Sergey Chumakov. Sergey Chumakov…when 

partnering Elena Petrachenko…confers an unusual thrill upon the work’s many lifts.” Chief Dance Critic 

Alastair Macaulay, New York Times, NYC, NY 2010 

 

 


